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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 

 

Commonwealth Edison Company    ) 

        ) 

) Docket No. 13-0495 

Approval of the Energy Efficiency and   )   

Demand-Response Plan Pursuant to    )  

Section 8-103(f) of the Public Utilities Act   ) 

 

BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS AND EXCEPTIONS OF THE  

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 

 

The People of the State of Illinois, by and through Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of the 

State of Illinois (“the People” or “AG”), pursuant to the schedule established by the 

Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”), hereby file their Brief on Exceptions and Exceptions in the 

above-captioned proceeding. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The People appreciate the ALJ’s effort to issue a Proposed Order that retains a critical 

eye at proposed savings goals for the ComEd three-year energy efficiency plan (“the Plan”) – 

particularly in light of the fact that ComEd is seeking approval of significantly reduced energy 

savings goals over the PY 7-9 time period due to the budget cap provisions of Section 8-103(d).  

The Proposed Order fairly balances ratepayer interest in the delivery of cost-effective energy 

efficiency programs that help reduce the cost of utility service and reduce the need for electricity, 

with the utility’s interest in achieving the Commission-established savings goal so as to avoid 

incurring a financial penalty pursuant to 8-103(i).  220 ILCS 5/8-103(i). In addition, the 

Proposed Order’s conclusions, with the exceptions described below, recognizes the importance 
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and critical role the Stakeholder Advisory Group plays in ensuring best practices in the delivery 

of ratepayer-funded efficiency programs.   

While the People concur with most of the analysis and ultimate conclusions included in 

the Proposed Order, conclusions related to the net-to-gross evaluation framework, shifting of 

certain residential programs to the Illinois Power Authority procurement process and rules 

regarding the flexibility permitted to ComEd in the delivery of the programs require revision in 

order to ensure both consistency with past Commission practice and best practices in the delivery 

of ratepayer-funded energy efficiency programs.  The Commission should adopt these 

modifications, as discussed further below. 

II. EXCEPTIONS 

A. Exception No. 1 – Program Flexibility 

The People support the Proposed Order’s conclusion that ComEd be granted the 

necessary flexibility to effectively manage its portfolio and that budgetary shifts of greater than 

20% must be brought to the SAG.  PO at 56.  However, the People take issue with two aspects of 

the Proposed Order’s conclusion.  First, the People are concerned that the requirement of 

obtaining Commission approval for any budget shifts above 20% may be unnecessarily 

burdensome.  While the People agree that some level of oversight is required, and that 

consultation with the SAG should be required for such program dollar shifts, this oversight 

should not reach the point of creating an additional regulatory burden.  It is feasible that a large 

budget shift could be a time-sensitive matter – as could be the case with the response to a market 

shift.  If ComEd were required to open a Commission docket and litigate the approval of a 

budget shift, it could potentially miss the opportunity to timely respond to a fast-moving market.  
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See AG Ex. 1.0C at 26-27.  Essentially, requiring Commission approval runs the risk of creating 

a disincentive for ComEd to make an otherwise necessary large budgetary shift.   

Second, the Proposed Order fails to address AG witness Mosenthal’s recommendation 

that any budget shift exceeding 20% would trigger energy savings goals adjustments that reflect 

these changes.  The People recommend adopting this recommendation in lieu of the Commission 

approval presented in the Proposed Order.  PO at 56.  As noted in AG witness Mosenthal’s 

testimony, such savings goal adjustments would work symmetrically, and ensure that incentives 

remain to aggressively pursue cost-effective efficiency opportunities.  This is an important 

feature of Mr. Mosenthal’s analysis and should be viewed as a supplement to Staff’s reporting 

requirements.   

The People urge the Commission to adopt Mr. Mosenthal’s proposal that triggers goal 

adjustments and requires ComEd to approach the SAG and work to “build consensus” for 

program changes – particularly any budget shifts above 20%.  AG Ex. 1.0C at 26-27.  As noted 

by the People, this proposal would still require ComEd to fully explain its rationale and 

justification for selecting certain program allocations and either confirming that programs are 

cost-effective or making a clear case why it should still be promoting programs that are not cost-

effective.  AG IB at 30.  Mr. Mosenthal’s proposal still provides necessary oversight by 

involving the technical expertise of the SAG without creating the additional administrative 

burden of opening a Commission docket in the event that it needs to make a large budget shift.  

In light of the above and the arguments presented in the People’s Initial and Reply Briefs, Mr. 

Mosenthal’s proposal on Portfolio Flexibility should be adopted. 

Proposed Language for Exception No. 1 
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In accordance with the arguments presented above, the Commission analysis and 

conclusion at page 56 should be modified as follows: 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

The Commission agrees that ComEd requires flexibility to 

effectively manage its portfolio.  The Commission urges ComEd to 

bring any proposed modification to the SAG for discussion, but 

requires that any modifications that require a 20% budget shift be 

brought to SAG as well as reported to and approved by the 

Commission.   

The Commission also adopts the AG’s proposal that a 20% 

or greater shift in program budgets triggers goal adjustments and 

requires ComEd to approach the SAG and work to “build 

consensus” for program changes – and particularly any budget 

shifts above 20%.  As noted by the People, this proposal would 

still require ComEd to fully explain its rationale and justification 

for selecting certain program allocations and either confirming that 

programs are cost-effective or making a clear case why it should 

still be promoting programs that are not cost-effective. 

Because of the shift to evaluation proceedings only every 

three years, Staff’s reporting recommendations regarding program 

activities, implementation modifications, spending and saving 

amounts are approved.  This ensures that if there is a problem in 

the middle of the Plan, Staff will be aware of it and be able to bring 

it to the Commission’s attention.  It is hard to understand the 

Company’s administrative burden argument when this is 

information apparently already available to the Company and the 

annual evaluation proceeding burden is removed. 

Although the Commission agrees that increased reporting 

will be beneficial because of the switch to a three year evaluation 

proceeding, the Commission does find Staff’s proposal slightly 
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unclear.  In its brief on exceptions, Staff should provide a list of its 

new reporting recommendations and the frequency that it proposes 

each item be reported.  This is required so that the final order can 

be clear as to what ComEd is being directed to comply with. 

B. Exception No. 2 – Residential Lighting to IPA  

At page 88, the Proposed Order rejects the AG proposal to require ComEd to remove its 

Residential Lighting program from its Section 8-103 efficiency portfolio in years 8 and 9 of the 

Plan and transfer the program for presentation to the Illinois Power Agency’s annual 

procurement of energy efficiency under Section 16-111.5B of the Act.  PO at 88.  The Proposed 

Order appears to struggle with the notion that the Commission has the legal authority in this 

docket to make such a direction to ComEd, as it notes, “Although the Commission could clearly 

remove programs from ComEd’s Section 8-103 Plan 3, it is not clear to the Commission is (sic) 

how to ensure that programs removed from the Section 8-103 Plan 3 will be included in 

ComEd’s Section 16-111.5B procurement plan.”  PO at 88.    

But this rationale ignores two simple facts.  First, the Commission oversees what is 

included in both ComEd’s proposed efficiency portfolio in this docket as well as the IPA’s 

procurement portfolio, which presents all cost-effective programs, including expansions of 

existing Section 8-103 programs, for Commission approval.  220 ILCS 16-111.5B(b); 220 ILCS 

5/8-103(f).  The Commission certainly has the authority in this docket to require ComEd to 

remove cost-effective programs from the Plan presented here under Section 8-103 and include it 

in its future presentation to the IPA, when the substantial evidence in the record demonstrates 

that doing so will increase energy savings during the life of the Plan.   

Second, it is undisputed that the Residential Lighting program is cost-effective.  Under 

Section 16-111.5B, both ComEd and Ameren Illinois Company (“Ameren”) are required to 
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present to the IPA all cost-effective efficiency measures for potential inclusion in the IPA 

portfolio.  220 ILCS 5/16-111.5B(a)(3)(C).  Section 16-111.5B specifically references 

expansions of Section 8-103 programs.  220 ILCS 5/16-111.5B(a)(2); 16-111.5B(a)(3)(C).  

ComEd most certainly has control over which programs that have typically been provided under 

Section 8-103 can be bid into the IPA portfolio.  For example, ComEd would have an existing 

(or anticipated) contract for the delivery of its Residential Lighting programs, just as it has stated 

to the Commission in this docket that it intends to contract to provide these programs.  For the 

IPA Procurement process, ComEd would simply bid in these same programs.  

It is important to note, too, that both the IPA program and Section 8-103 programs are 

funded through the Section 8-103 rider.  See 220 ILCS 5/16-111.5B(a)(6).  Thus, while the basis 

for funding is different statutory provisions, the funding and collection source is the same.  The 

only factor that matters is whether the proposed IPA programs are cost-effective.  We know from 

the evidence in this docket that no party has challenged the cost-effectiveness of ComEd’s 

Residential Lighting programs. That fact will not change if the programs are offered through the 

IPA portfolio.     

The substantial evidence in the record shows, too, that requiring this shift in years 8 and 9 

will produce greater energy savings.  The AG Initial Brief highlighted the available opportunities 

for additional energy savings the expansion and transfer of these tried and true residential energy 

efficiency programs to the IPA’s Section 16-111.5B portfolio would provide because it would 

enable ComEd to invest more dollars in Section 8-103 residential programs that create deeper, 

longer-lived savings while simultaneously freeing up program dollars to invest in commercial 

and industrial programs, as well as other residential programs, that tend to produce relatively 

greater energy savings.  See AG Initial Brief at 10-13, 17-18.   
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Finally, the Proposed Order states that “IIEC has raised an interesting concern regarding 

the impact of such transfers on the (sic) might result in ComEd spending more on energy 

efficiency plans than would otherwise permitted (sic) under Section 8-103 of the Act.”  PO at 88.  

This argument misses the mark, too.  Clearly, the OAG is not advocating that residential program 

funds be transferred to increase commercial and industrial funding of efficiency programs to a 

level that exceeded the statutory budget cap set forth in Section 8-103(d).  AG witness 

Mosenthal’s recommendation is designed to take funds to be spent on Residential Lighting 

programs under Section 8-103, spend those funds under Section 16-111.5B where no cost cap 

exists and, if appropriate, increase spending (within the statutory budget caps) on cost-effective 

Section 8-103 C&I programs, as well as other cost-effective Residential programs, as part of the 

three-year 8-103 Plan.  Contrary to IIEC’s claims, the People are not seeking to take advantage 

of any budget cap loophole or push one customer group to a higher percentage level of Section 

8-103 funding relative to other groups.  The point is to highlight an inefficiency in ComEd’s 

selection of programs as presented to both the IPA under Section 16-111.5B and the ICC under 

Section 8-103, its failure to abide by the directive that IPA programs constitute expansions of 

Section 8-103 programs (220 ILCS 5/16-111.5B(a)(2), (a)(3)(C)), and to encourage the 

Commission to provide direction to ComEd for future procurement and 8-103 Plan presentations 

– nothing more.   Doing so just happens to create the added benefit of increased energy savings 

within a Plan that as proposed has drastically reduced energy savings in comparison to previous 

years.   

For all of these reasons, the Commission should adopt Mr. Mosenthal’s recommendation 

to require ComEd to shift Residential Lighting measures to the IPA portfolio in PY 8 and 9 in its 

revised Plan filed under Section 8-103(f) of the Act. 
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Proposed Language for Exception No. 2 

Accordingly, in accordance with the arguments presented above, the Proposed Order at 

page 88 should be modified as follows: 

The Commission has reviewed the parties' positions and 

notes that it remains committed to the implementation of energy 

efficiency measures to the greatest extent possible at a reasonable 

cost.  As the parties are well aware, there are arguably 

inconsistencies between the provisions of Sections 8-103 and 16-

111.5B of the Act, which are intended to encourage cost-effective 

energy efficiency programs.  Unfortunately, the Commission is not 

in a position to fully resolve all of the inconsistencies in those 

provisions.   

As an initial matter, the Commission notes it is too late to 

consider transferring any programs to 2014 IPA Plan.  With regard 

to subsequent transfers, however, the Commission has some 

discretion.  it is not clear how the Commission effectuate such a 

transfer.  Although the Commission could clearly remove 

programs from ComEd's Section 8-103 Plan 3, it is not clear to the 

Commission is how to ensure that programs removed from AIC's 

Section 8-103 Plan 3 will be included in AIC's Section 16-111.5B 

procurement plan.  Finally, the Commission believes that IIEC has 

raised an interesting concern regarding the impact of such transfers 

on the might result in AIC spending more on energy efficiency 

plans than would other wise permitted under Section 8-103 of the 

Act. Section 16-111.5B specifically references expansions of 

Section 8-103 programs.  220 ILCS 5/16-111.5B(a)(2), (a)(3)(C).  

ComEd most certainly has control over which programs that have 

typically been provided under Section 8-103 can be bid into the 

IPA portfolio.  For example, ComEd would have an existing (or 

anticipated) contract for the delivery of Residential Lighting 
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programs, just as it has stated to the Commission in this docket that 

it intends to contract to provide a such programs.   

It is important to note, too, that both the IPA program and 

Section 8-103 programs are funded through the Section 8-103 

rider.  See 220 ILCS 5/16-111.5B(a)(6).  Thus, while the basis for 

funding is different statutory provisions, the funding and collection 

source is the same.  The only factor that matters is whether the 

proposed IPA programs are cost-effective.  We know from the 

evidence in this docket that the Residential Lighting programs are 

highly cost-effective.  That fact will not change if the programs are 

offered through the IPA portfolio.     

The substantial evidence in the record shows, too, that 

requiring this shift in years 8 and 9 will produce greater energy 

savings.  The AG Initial Brief highlighted the available 

opportunities for additional energy savings the expansion and 

transfer of these tried and true Residential Lighting efficiency 

programs to the IPA’s Section 16-111.5B portfolio would provide 

because it would enable ComEd to invest more dollars in Section 

8-103 residential programs that create deeper, longer-lived savings 

while simultaneously freeing up program dollars to invest in 

commercial and industrial programs that tend to produce relatively 

greater energy savings.  See AG Initial Brief at 10-13, 17-18.  

Finally, the IIEC’s concern that the OAG is advocating that 

residential program funds be transferred to increase commercial 

and industrial funding of efficiency programs to a level that 

exceeded the statutory budget cap set forth in Section 8-103(d) is 

not persuasive.  AG witness Mosenthal’s recommendation is 

designed to take funds to be spent on Residential Lighting 

programs under Section 8-103, spend those funds under Section 

16-111.5B and, if appropriate increase spending (within the 

statutory budget caps) on cost-effective Section 8-103 C&I 
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programs, as well as other cost-effective Residential programs, as 

part of the three-year 8-103 Plan.  The point is to highlight a 

glaring inefficiency in ComEd’s selection of programs as presented 

to both the IPA under Section 16-111.5B and the ICC under 

Section 8-103, its failure to abide by the directive that IPA 

programs constitute expansions of Section 8-103 programs (220 

ILCS 5/16-111.5B(a)(2), (a)(3)(C)), and to encourage the 

Commission to provide direction to ComEd for future procurement 

and 8-103 Plan presentations – nothing more.   Doing so just 

happens to create the added benefit of increased energy savings 

within a Plan that has drastically reduced energy savings in 

comparison to previous years.  To be clear, these transfers shall not 

permit any customer group to provide funding that exceeds the 

statutory budget caps.  For all of these reasons, the AG 

recommendation is adopted.  ComEd is directed to make these 

changes in its revised filing submitted under Section 8-103(f) of 

the Act. 

As a result, the Commission declines to adopt the 

recommendations of the AG at this time. 

C. Exception No. 3 – Conservation Voltage Optimization 

The People agree with, and support, the conclusion reached in the Proposed Order that a 

Voltage Optimization study should be ordered and that it should be funded through ComEd’s 

Smart Grid Plan.  PO at 95.  However, the People disagree with the Proposed Order’s analysis 

that a VO program or study “would qualify as a Section 8-103 energy efficiency measure 

because it could result in lowered end-use electricity.”  PO at 95.  This section of the Proposed 

Order’s analysis creates unnecessary confusion and could also potentially undermine the purpose 

of budget caps under Section 8-103 in future proceedings.   
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As the People have previously noted, VO technology can be a cost-effective approach to 

better manage the electrical grid and it can achieve some reductions in energy demand.  AG IB at 

23, 24.  However, VO is a distribution system solution to efficiency that is completely under the 

control of the utilities, is invisible to customers, and does not require any customer action to be 

successful.  AG IB at 24.  Efficiency and demand response programs created under Section 8-

103 of the Act were established to work with customers to assist them in investing in improving 

the efficiency of their facilities.  AG IB at 24-25.  The efficiency and demand response programs 

enabled by Section 8-103 of the Act are designed to engage customers – which is not an express 

goal of VO.  AG IB at 25.  Allowing VO to qualify as a Section 8-103 program simply because it 

could result in lowered end-use electricity, as the Proposed Order indicates, ignores these 

important distinctions.   

The People have also noted that the utilities have separate obligations to build and 

maintain efficient and effective distribution systems for which they recover costs and earn a 

return on through various statutory and regulatory vehicles, including section 16-108.5(b)(1)(B), 

which requires the utility to commit to:  

(B) over a 10-year period, invest an estimated 

$1,300,000,000 to upgrade and modernize its transmission 

and distribution infrastructure and in Smart Grid electric 

system upgrades, including, but not limited to: 

(i) additional smart meters; 

(ii) distribution automation; 

(iii) associated cyber secure data. 

220 ILCS 16-108.5(b)(1)(B). (Emphasis added.).  Declaring that this separate obligation can be 

counted as an efficiency measure confuses issues that the legislature clearly intended to keep 

separate. 
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In light of the above, as well as the arguments presented in the People’s Initial and Reply 

Briefs, the People urge the Commission to adopt the People’s recommendation to strike a portion 

of the Proposed Order’s analysis on Voltage Optimization.  

Proposed Language for Exception No. 3 

In accordance with the arguments presented above, the Commission analysis and 

conclusion at page 95 should be modified as follows: 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

A review of the record leads the Commission to believe 

that a VO feasibility study should be pursued and could in fact 

result in many direct and indirect benefits.  The Commission 

agrees that it would qualify as a Section 8-103 energy efficiency 

measure because it could result in lowered end-use electricity, but 

it appears that it should be incorporated into the Company’s smart 

grid plan.  This is the appropriate route not only because of the 

budget constraints for EE plans, but also because it is made 

possible by the grid upgrades being rolled out by the Company and 

it would ensure that the supply side is managed efficiently.  The 

record is also not clear whether there is already a budget 

earmarked for voltage optimization in ComEd’s Smart Grid plan.  

If there is already, it should go forward, if not the Company is 

directed to include it with the next AMI plan filing. 

D. Exception No. 4: Net-to-Gross Analysis 

While the Proposed Order at first glance appears to have adopted a hybrid, Staff/ComEd 

approach to NTG analysis that requires Staff and SAG involvement in developing consensus 

NTG ratios, the ultimate effect of the conclusion is to thwart consensus building and lock in 

antiquated NTG values.  That is the case because the conclusion adopts ComEd’s proposal to 
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adopt the evaluator’s last NTG value going forward in the next program year when consensus at 

the SAG is not achieved – a default NTG value that ComEd will already know going into the 

SAG consensus-building process and one that in no way reflects the input and advise supplied by 

SAG participants.  PO at 119.  In addition, that value may be several years old, depending on the 

date of the last program evaluation for the affected measure, given that evaluations are not 

performed every year under the existing NTG framework.    

At a minimum, if the Staff and OAG-endorsed NTG framework is rejected, the 

Commission’s final conclusion should adopt a compromise approach advocated by NRDC 

witness Chris Neme, which provides that when consensus is not achieved, the evaluator would 

be the arbiter of what the deemed savings would be based on the best information available, 

including the new information presented in the SAG discussions and the evaluator’s own 

experience and expertise.  This default result is preferable to the Proposed Order’s adopted 

methodology, which elevates the last evaluation result to the automatic default value, thereby 

ignoring new information gleaned during the SAG consensus-building process. 

As noted in previous briefs, use of the evaluator’s last reported NTG value creates a 

disincentive for ComEd to reach consensus on any new number that is lower than the evaluator 

result, no matter how reasonable and how strong the merits of that value are.  If ComEd knows 

the last reported number will be used when consensus is not reached -- a number that does not 

reflect recent market developments because it will be at least two years old at the time of 

application (and possibly as much as five years old) -- the Company will have no incentive to 

develop a more accurate number if SAG members are advocating for a higher value.  Second, as 

noted above, the value to be used under the Proposed Order’s conclusion is antiquated.  Given 

the fact that formal evaluations are not conducted every year for every program measure, the 
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Proposed Order’s adoption of ComEd’s proposed default value could potentially lock NTG 

values that are years old.  

The Proposed Order further concludes that Staff’s approach is more complex “and might 

even result in Commission rocket dockets” (PO at 119), the Commission should reject that 

reasoning.  Staff’s approach simply organizes and provides a specific timetable for SAG and 

utility input upon the release of evaluator’s reports.  And, contrary to the Proposed Order’s 

conclusion, it envisions no formal Commission evaluation of, or litigation surrounding, the yet-

to-be-released evaluator NTG value. If approved by the Commission in this docket, the Staff 

approach would provide ComEd (and the other utilities, if adopted in those three-year plan 

dockets) with more certainty on NTG evaluation than currently exists – something for which all 

parties have advocated.  And, because the approach establishes a specific framework to be 

followed each year, adoption of it would in fact minimize litigation.  The Staff NTG approach 

clearly establishes the rules going forward.   Any after-the-fact, second guessing of a utility-

applied NTG value in a future docketed proceeding would be eliminated. 

That being said, NRDC witness Neme’s approach of making the evaluator the final 

arbiter of non-consensus values, wherein the evaluator’s decision would be informed by the SAG 

discussions and the evaluator’s own experience and expertise, appears to be a fair approach that 

would incent all parties to work toward consensus building.  It represents a reasonable 

compromise that significantly diminishes program administrators’ risk, and likely results in a 

somewhat more current and better estimate of the actual NTG ratio that could be expected to 

result in the next program year than simply applying a default value from an old evaluation.  It 

also eliminates perverse incentives that discourage parties to work together in good faith to 

achieve consensus.  It should be adopted by the Commission. 
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Proposed Language for Exception No. 4 

In accordance with the arguments presented above, the Commission should modify the 

Proposed Order’s conclusion on page 119 as follows: 

Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

 

The Commission finds that the AG and Staff proposals 

elevate SAG’s role and ComEd’s proposal inappropriately 

constrains SAG.  The Commission finds that the current NTG 

framework requires some important minor adjustments.  

Intervenors’ points are well taken that SAG continue to have a 

significant role in determining NTG values.  Thus, if consensus 

can be reached then SAG’s decision should be adopted - even if it 

is different than the evaluator’s original proposal.  If consensus is 

not reached, the Commission agrees with the compromise proposal 

presented by NRDC witness Chris Neme, which provides that 

when consensus is not achieved, the evaluator would be the arbiter 

of what the deemed savings would be based on the best 

information available, including the new information presented in 

the SAG discussions and the evaluator’s own experience and 

expertise. This default result is preferable to ComEd’s proposed 

methodology, which elevates the last evaluation result to the 

automatic default value – a result that could be years old. 

ComEd that then the evaluator’s NTG should be used.   

In other words, for the most part, ComEd’s proposal is 

adopted because it is not markedly different from Plan 2 NTG 

framework and is an improvement because of the addition of dates.  

The difference that the Commission is ordering from ComEd’s 

NTG framework is that SAG will review the evaluator’s proposed 

NTG values and if consensus is reached, the SAG value will be 

used.  Otherwise the evaluator’s NTG value will be used going 

forward.  This approach is consistent with SAG’s consensus 
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building role, but eliminates the steps in Staff’s process that add 

complexity and might even result in Commission rocket dockets.  

For PY7 SAG should begin immediately to attempt to reach 

consensus for NTG values.   

The Commission review at the end of Plan 3 to determine 

compliance with the energy efficiency goals is separate and apart 

from the independent evaluation required by Section 103(f)(7) of 

the statute.  The Commission hopes that allowing for SAG 

consensus will result in significantly less litigation. 

III. CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, the People respectfully request that the Illinois Commerce Commission 

enter an order consistent with the recommendations made in this Brief on Exceptions. 
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